GAT Success Story Funding*
Districts and Undistricted Areas

**BASIC INFORMATION**

Storytelling is the best way to share and celebrate success while receiving funds to support the needs of your area.

- **What:** US$500 per district and undistricted area
- **Who:** All districts and undistricted areas
- **Where:** Apply online
- **When:** No later than May 1

**District submissions** must be made by the district governor, district GST, GMT, GLT coordinator or cabinet secretary on record with Lions International to be eligible for funding.

**Undistricted area submissions** must be made by the Coordinating Lion on record with Lions International to be eligible for funding.

**REQUIREMENTS**

To receive success story funding, the submitted story must:

- Be in **your own words**
- Involve the Global Action Team for district submissions OR focus on **service, membership and/or leadership** for undistricted area submissions
- Be a minimum of **350 words** in length
- Have occurred within the **past 3 years**
- Describe the **results or outcome** of the story
- Show an **impact, inspire** someone, or allow the audience to **learn** something

**THE BEST STORIES WILL...**

**MAKE A CONNECTION**
- Make the audience care/worry about the outcome
- Show how the story changed you or your club
- Describe events in detail to help us visualize it
- Share your opinions/perspective on the story’s events

**STAY FOCUSED**
- Focus on one topic or event
- Keep lists, statistics, and recognition to a minimum
- Avoid including projects or events not related to your story
- Keep the information flowing and relevant to the story

**SHOWCASE**

100 of the best stories received will be featured in an Action=Impact Showcase on the GAT webpage.

*Images and videos are strongly encouraged to supplement submissions*

*Formally known as GAT District Funding*